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Campaign Optimization for Advertisers

Native Content Distribution

1. Required materials for the content-teaser-set

Text material
One headline in three different lengths 
Standard 41 – 50 characters (appears with teaser)
Short 10 – 25 characters (appears with teaser)
Title only  26 – 40 characters (appears without teaser)

Teaser text
70 characters guaranteed (max. 100 characters)

Image material
One image in three different formats
 1 : 1 = 500 x 500 px recommended
 4 : 3 = 640 x 480 px recommended
16 : 9 = 640 x 360 px recommended

File format
JPG, PNG, GIF (also possible as unlimited animation)

You will find detailed information in the technical specifications of the Content Distribution Ad.

plista‘s  Native Content Distribution places your branded content between editorial recommendations on thousands of  
premium websites. This way, you will reach more relevant users through blog articles, social media posts, advertorials, earned 
media and more. 

For a successful campaign it is necessary to pay attention to a couple of things. Herewith we want to show you how to lay the  
foundations to achieve your goals in a quick and easy way. 
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2. The perfect image selection

Make use of suitable images
Images which relate to your topic and current issues deliver better results

Visit Hamburg
Historic warehouses makes a walk 
through the „Speicherstadt“ to a 
great experience!

Visit Hamburg
Historic warehouses makes a walk 
through the „Speicherstadt“ to a 
great experience!

Sponsored

Placed between article 
recommendations
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3. Appealling teaser text
�� The name of the company can be (but does not have to be) used in the text
�� Avoid advertising texts or key points
�� Ensure that the teasered content can be found on the destination page 

4. Campaign optimization
�� Create at least three to four content teasers per campaign with various texts and images
�� Test your various messages in order to determine which one brings the best performance
�� Optimize your content teaser based on the test results 

5. Consistent concept
��  Various types of content can be used: owned, earned, paid media, branded content (text), videos (media libraries), test reports,  

positive articles, ratings, consumer magazines, employee magazines, corporate blogs, websites, online PR (crisis communication),  
CSR topics, advertorials, social media channels
�� The destination page should contain informative, instructive, or entertaining content, no sales offers 

6. Pricing
�� Invoicing is done on CPC (Click-per-Cost) basis

�� The CPC is determined by the mass suitability of the content, i. e., the more specific the content the higher the CPC 
 
 
 
We will be happy to support you with the campaign production, optimization and the achievement  
of your goals.

Avoid text and logos in your image
To maintain the recommendation character of the ad, use pictures without logos. Images that include  
text often appear overloaded and are hard to read.

Do not use overly bright or gaudy colours
The ad should be pleasing to the eye. Using natural colours accomplishes this while maintaining  
a native feeling.
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